Report all workplace accidents immediately.

When to report.
Don't wait. Report a potential workplace accident or injuries the moment you become aware of it. There is no need to wait for complete information.

What to report.
- All workplace accidents and injuries for all workers, regardless of severity
- Injured person's name and phone number
- Date of accident
- Location of accident
- Brief description of accident

What to expect.
Our claims associate will guide you through the process, and answer any questions you have about medical benefits, wages, case management nurses or modified job duties.

Top five reasons to report workplace accidents immediately

LOWER CLAIM COSTS
Delayed reporting can prevent the claims team from reaching out to the injured employee to assist in getting prompt medical care before injuries get worse. It can lead to increased medical costs, increased time off from work, increased legal fees and expenses.

BETTER EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPS
Delays in reporting employee's injuries sends the message that the injured individual is not important. Prompt reporting provides the injured worker immediate assistance in obtaining medical care and other needed support, which demonstrates employer's concern and creates a welcoming environment for the injured worker to return to work.

AID CLAIM INVESTIGATION AND FRAUD DETECTION
Delayed reporting can result in lost evidence and witness statement opportunities.

LOWER LITIGATION COSTS
Delayed reporting can lead to employee dissatisfaction with medical care and benefits, which may lead to a litigated claim.

OBEY STATE LAWS
States can assess fines and penalties

Contact us to report a claim.
1-800-421-3535, 24/7 enewloss@nationwide.com FAX: 1-800-554-2899

The information included in this publication was developed or obtained from sources believed to be reliable. It is the user's responsibility to confirm compliance with any applicable local, state, or federal regulations.